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Thank you for visiting GuruScan Website. On our website, we use cookies (See “Cookie
Policy”) and gather (personal) data through multiple forms. GuruScan considers protecting
this data important and applies privacy legislation associated with it.
In this privacy statement, we will explain how GuruScan handles and protects your data.
Data Handling
We will use the collected data for marketing purposes only. GuruScan will collect and
process the following personal information:
➢ First and Last Name
➢ Company or organization
➢ Role or function
➢ E-mail address
➢ Telephone number
The personal information above is used to:
➢ send you information about GuruScan
➢ send updates about GuruScan
➢ to promote, sell and provide our products and services

Marketing Communication
In addition to personal information, you can also subscribe to our marketing information
(Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn) to get updates about products and services.
However, these third party platforms collect data, which is not controlled by GuruScan. We
recommend reading the privacy statements of this platform regarding privacy, for your own
concern.
Data Removal
If you prefer that your data is not used at all, our marketing communication is available at
any time, whereas a request for data removal or modifications can be obtained.
By law, data that are collected can be stored for four weeks. You can be asked for approval
whenever you wish to (not) keep receiving GuruScan updates, products, and services.
Cookies Policy
Our online services use cookies. Cookies are a small text file that is saved and stored in the
browser of any device when you first visit this website. The information is stored, so that you
do not need to constantly re-enter the same information, during your visit. In addition,
cookies also show that you are visiting us again.
We do not keep the cookies longer than provided for in legislation and strictly necessary for
the fulfillment of our purposes.
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When GuruScan online services/ products are used, our servers automatically record
multiple information such as IP-address, time, location and browser.
Deleting cookies
Cookies are automatically deleted whenever the expiration date has passed. You can control
what happens with the cookies by disabling or deleting them manually at any point of time.
This can be done in your own browser settings. Having trouble? please refer to the help
section of your browser.
Disclaimer
Despite GuruScans attention and care for the composition of the website. Some information
can still be incomplete or incorrect. If such cases happen, we will correct this mistake as
quickly as possible.
We cannot be held liable for any form of damage from using our website or the information
available on our website.
Filing a complaint
If you believe we do not handle your personal data in a rightful way. You have the right to file
a complaint in the Dutch Data Protection Authority.
Contact details
GuruScan BV
PO box 11383
1001 GJ Amsterdam
info@guruscan.nl
www.guruscan.nl
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